**SURVIAC** is the DoD’s institution for collecting, analyzing, and disseminating scientific and technical information (STI) related to all aspects of survivability and lethality for aircraft, ground vehicles, ships and spacecraft, to conventional homeland security threats including chemical, biological, directed energy, and non-lethal weapons.

**SURVIAC** is a contractor operated, DoD sponsored service available to all government and industry users to provide studies, analyses, data gathering, and other operational, and logistics requirements related to survivability and lethality technologies.

**SURVIAC Provides—**
- An extensive library of relevant survivability and lethality reports and analyses
- Database of historical combat damage
- Free subscription to our SURVIAC Bulletin newsletter
- Access to approved set of models and simulations

**SURVIAC Services**

SURVIAC serves as the one-stop shop for all survivability and lethality support services for government, industry and academia.

- **Basic Inquiry Service:** Answers and defines your survivability support questions either on the telephone or within hours. Inquiries range from informational, bibliographic searches, technical questions, and model support.
- **Technical Area Task:** Customizes efforts and tailors solutions to meet unique survivability and lethality project challenges.
- **Conference Management & Educational Initiatives:** SURVIAC is committed to promoting awareness of survivability and lethality technology nationwide. SURVIAC conducts numerous meetings, workshops, conferences, and symposia anywhere in the United States including our Liaison Course, Survivability Analysis Workshop, and Joint Aircraft Survivability Program Model Users Meeting.

**SURVIAC Support**

When interest in our products and services warrants, we will come to your location. We bring a variety of information sources including—

- SURVIAC Information Briefing
- SURVIAC booth and promotional materials
- Survivability training and awareness courses created and conducted for your particular needs
- Training on specific SURVIAC distributed models

**SURVIAC Contacts**

We are the easiest, fastest, and most reliable way to collect data directly relevant to your survivability and lethality needs. Contact us as: Com: (937) 255-3828, DSN: 785-3828, Fax: (937) 255-9673.

**Kevin Crosthwaite, Director**  
937/255-3828, ext. 279  
crosthwaite_kevin@bah.com

**Donna Egner, Deputy Director**  
937/255-3828 ext. 282  
egner_donna@bah.com

**Peggy Wagner, COR**  
937/255-6302, ext. 224  
peggy.wagner@wpafb.af.mil

SURVIAC is a U.S. Department of Defense Information Analysis Center (IAC)

780 TS/OL-AC/SURVIAC  
2700 D Street, Building 1661  
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-7404
Contract Facts

- Contract competitively awarded on 9 January 2003 by Defense Supply Center – Columbus (DSCC) to Booz Allen Hamilton (prime), SURVICE Engineering (subcontractor), and Battelle (subcontractor).
- Cost Plus Fixed Fee, Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (ID/IQ) contract
- Pre-competed award to Booz Allen and subcontractors of Technical Area Tasks (TATs) to accomplish activities related to scope of SURVIAC—TATs can be multi-year, incrementally funded by requesting activity.
- Government Management
  - COR – Ms. Peggy Wagner, 780 TS/OL-AC
  - PCO – Ms. Janet Tweed, 55th Contracting Squadron
  - Oversight by the Technical Coordinating Group, chaired by Mr. Dennis Lindell and Dr. Erwin Atzinger
  - DTIC requires 3.5 percent service charge on total dollars applied to all TATs

TAT Processing Procedures

SURVIAC contract is tailored to accommodate analytical and TATs beyond the basic center operations. The procedure necessary to initiate such tasks is simple and requires modest contractual documentation. Tasks are accepted based on their contribution and relevance to the SURVIAC mission, the availability of funding authority under the SURVIAC contract, the provision of funding to offset IAC program management costs, and the priority accorded to the proposed effort by the DoD. The technical scope includes the TAT categories outlined in the Statement of Work (SOW) below:

- Survivable Conventional Force Requirements
- Survivability Technologies (conventional & space)
- Optimizing Survivability and Lethality
- Live Fire Testing
- Methodology Advancement
- Support of Combat Operations
- Homeland Security

Final acceptance of a proposed TAT is made jointly by the Information Analysis Center Program Manager (DTIC-AI), the SURVIAC COR, and the Procuring Contracting Officer (PCO). Average processing time is approximately four weeks.

Subscription Processing Procedures

The SURVIAC contract also offers provision for smaller more flexible survivability and lethality support via subscription accounts. A subscription is much less formal than TATs—typically with just a one or two paragraph SOW—and much quicker—potentially less than a week. For more information on initiating a SURVIAC subscription account, please contact Ms. Donna Egner, 937/255-3828 x282, E-mail: egner_donna@bah.com.

Benefits of Utilizing SURVIAC

- SURVIAC efforts are accepted as unbiased, independent assessments
- Synergistic advantage of using survivability and lethality staff experienced in other government programs
- STI developed through TATs is collected by SURVIAC and made available to all (as controlled by sponsoring organization distribution statement)
- Users have access to the Private Scientific and Technical Information Network (STINET) for their research requirements
- Users can leverage the SURVIAC databases, reports and inquiry services
- Users can gain access to SURVIAC network of subject matter experts
- Able to work at TS/SCI/SAP/SAR levels
- Funds MIPRed to DTIC become multi-year funds available for the TAT effort